
For ten years ago it was thought that Sun is a well-understood 
system but more precise computations demonstrated a problem. The  
metallicities deduced from  the  spectroscopic data   deviate 
strongly from those deduced from helio-seismology and solar neutrino 
data.

The abundances used are  determined from meteorites and these 
estimates are more accurate and consistent with the values 
determined by Asplund et al using 3-D modelling of solar surface  
used also to extrapolate the  metallicities in core.

\begin{enumerate}

\item The metallicity of Sun deduced from spectroscopy   by Asplund 
et al would be 1.3 per cent whereas the older model and also helio-
seismology give 1.8 per cent metallicity.    Is  the metallicity 
indeed   1.3 per cent  using standard model to extrapolate the 
spectroscopic data at surface?   Or is it    1.8 per cent deeper  in 
the interior in which case the  extrapolation  used to deduce 
metallicity  in the interior would not be realistic.

\item There are also other discrepancies.  The height of convective 
zone  at which radiative energy transfer is replaced with convection  
is given by  $R_{CZ}= .724R$.   The predicted He abundance at 
surface is   $Y_{surf}=.231$. These values are in conflict with   
$R_{CZ}= .713R$ and  $Y_{surf}=.248$   deduced from helio-
seismological data. Also density  and sound velocity profiles  
deviate from those deduced from the helio-seismology.  Ironically, 
the earlier model approximating solar surface as 2-D structure is in  
excellent accordance with the helio-seismological data.

\end{enumerate}

When one has a paradox one must challenge the basic assumptions. Do 
the  metallicities outside Sun and inside solar core  really mean 
same thing?  Dark matter identified as $h_{eff}=nh_0$ phases has 
become key player in TGD inspired new physics being now a crucial 
element of TGD based view about living matter. Dark nuclear fusion 
is proposed to provide the new  physics allowing to understand 
\blockquote{cold fusion}. In the following it will be found that 
dark matter in TGD associated with solar core could provide an 
elegant solution also  to the solar metallicity problem.

In TGD classical physics is an exact part of quantum physics.  The 
tunnelling phenomenon essential for nuclear physics based model of 
solar nuclear fusion would correspond in TGD to a state function  
reduction creating a phase consisting of dark nuclei which can fuse 
without tunnelling due to the reduction of the binding energy scale. 
State function reduction to ordinary phase leads to the final state 
of the reaction. In ZEO \blockquote{big} (ordinary) state function  
reduction (BFSR) would reverse the arrow of time  so that if  
tunnelling phenomenon is assignable to BFSR rather than 



\blockquote{small} state function reduction (SFSR) as  TGD 
counterpart of \blockquote{weak} measurement, ZEO would make 
possible nuclear fusion.

The missing nuclear matter inside core would be dark variants of 
nuclei   associated with dark flux tubes.  This would explain the 
conflict between  the metallicities deduced from spectroscopic and 
meteoritic data  on one hand and  those derived from helio-seismic 
data. The reason is that sound waves and photons in the core couple 
to both ordinary and dark matter so that helio-seismology gives  
metallicities as sums of ordinary and dark metallicities.  Using the 
estimate for the thickness of the  dark flux tube coming from  the 
TGD based model of \blockquote{cold fusion},  one can estimate the 
length of dark flux tube inside solar core and it turns out to fill 
about 30 per cent of its  volume.

One can relate the model also to the model for the formation of 
galaxies, stars, and  planets as tangles assignable to cosmic 
strings thickened to flux tubes implying the decay of their  
K\"ahler magnetic energy to ordinary matter in analogy with the 
decay of inflaton field and nice quantitative estimates follow. Also 
a connection with twistor lift of TGD predicting hierarchy of 
cosmological constants emerges and the radius of solar core turns 
out to corresponds to the value of cosmological constant implied by 
the amount of missing matter identified as dark matter at flux 
tubes.

The view about the role of new nuclear physics predicted by TGD in 
the model of solar interior gives excellent guidelines for  attempts 
to  develop a more detailed understanding about TGD counterparts of 
blackholes as volume filling flux tube tangles. One ends up to  
rather detailed picture making  correct predictions about minimum 
radii of blackholes and neutron stars. The idea about ordinary stars 
as blackhole like objects emerges.  

The standard blackhole thermodynamics is replaced by two 
thermodynamics. The first  thermodynamics is  assignable to the flux 
tubes as string like entities  having Hagedorn temperature $T_H$ as 
maximal temperature.   The second thermodynamics is assignable to 
gravitational flux tubes characterized by the gravitational  Planck 
constant $h_{gr}$: Hawking temperature $T_B$ is scaled up by the 
ratio $\hbar_{gr}/\hbar$ to $T_{B,D}$ and is gigantic as compared to 
the ordinary Hawking temperature  but the intensity of dark Hawking 
radiation is extremely low.  The condition $T_H= T_{B,D}$  for 
thermodynamical equilibrium  fixes the velocity parameter $
\beta_0=v_0/c$ appearing in the Nottale formula for $\hbar_{gr}$ and 
suggests $\beta_0=1/h_{eff}$ for the dark nuclei at flux tubes 
defining star as blackhole like entity in TGD sense.  This also  
predicts  the Hagedorn temperature of the counterpart of blackhole 
in GRT sense to  to be hadronic Hagedorn temperature assignable to 
the flux tube containing dark nuclei as dark nucleon sequences so 
that there is a remarkable internal consistency.    In zero energy 
ontology (ZEO)  quasars and galactic blackholes can be seen as time 



reversals of each other. 

The flux tube picture about galaxies and larger structures is 
discussed with application to some anomalies strongly suggesting the 
presence of coherence in scales of even billion light years. Also 
\blockquote{too} fast spinning galaxies are discussed.  The local 
galaxy supercluster Laniakea is discussed in the flux tube picture 
as a flux tube tangle in scale of .5 Gly.
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